Cervical myelopathy due to OPLL: clinical evaluation by MRI and intraoperative spinal sonography.
Concerning the relationship between morphology and clinical outcome, there have been many reports using computed tomography/myelography but not so many using axial magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the spinal cord. This is the first report to correlate axial cord image, intensity changes in MRI, and cord expansion pattern using intraoperative ultrasonography. The objectives were to correlate MRI studies, axial cord images/expansion, and changes in MRI intensity to see if there is a direct prognostic significance to these changes and to determine whether preoperative axial MRI images of the spinal cord predict recovery from compressive myelopathy. Posterior cervical decompressions with laminoplasty were performed in 44 patients with cervical myelopathy due to ossification of the posterior longitudinal ligament. On T2-weighted MR images, the cross-sectional shape of the cord at the level of maximal compression was categorized as boomerang, teardrop, or triangle. Additionally, with use of intraoperative ultrasonography, the expansion pattern of the cord that occurred intraoperatively was contrasted with that seen on postoperative MR images. Clinical recovery rates were the worst for those with triangular, intermediate for those with boomerang, and the best for those with teardrop shape. Preoperative low T1 and high T2 signals were found in most cases with triangular cord configurations. Triangular cord configurations showed the least expansion among the three categorized spinal cords. Patients with triangular deformity of the cord have atrophy as confirmed on MR studies where there is a low T1 and high T2 signal in the cord. Poor postoperative clinical recovery correlates with the lack of postoperative cord expansion on either MR or ultrasound evaluations. Those with either teardrop or boomerang deformities demonstrate a relatively good recovery rate.